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Call Waiting to be Added to University Phones
By JOSfF SAWHR
Hilltop Staff Writer
After filtering a number of complaints about 1hc
University's newly implemented 1elephones sys1em,
Information Services and Sysicms (lSAS) is making
efforts to cater to s1uden1s' rcqucstS and insiall additional fea1ures.
Some complaints received by !SAS include the
voice mail box nol being able 10 hold enough messages, dormitory numbers no1 being displayed on
caller idcn1ifica1ion screens, and not having call waiting.
"I would rather have call wailing 1han 3 way calling," said Genia Linear, a freshman radio-1elevisionfilm major. (inear also mentioned the voice mail system as another feature tha1 is not up 10 par with her
lifestyle. "With voice mail I don't need an answering
machine, but I still use i1 because the system only
holds five messages," Linear said.

While linear is correct about the number of mescall back a number that was listed on the caller id they
sages the voice mail system holds, Mr. Wardie Wren
wi ll be directed to the front desk and from there the
(!SAS) said if rcqucsLs arc
person at the desk can decide
made, 1he mailbox size can be
whether or not 10 transfer the
increased.
Features Now Available on New call," Wren said.
According 10 Wren, this is no1
" It is a minor inconvenience
University Phones:
1he only addition to the 1cle10 those who have cell phones
phone system ISAS has made.
with caller id but you got 10
At first, the new system disthink of it in terms of everyplayed the old numbers on caller
one's safety," Wren said.
Voice Mail
id boxes, therefore making it
All of the dorms have been
difficult to have phone calls
upgraded
and we are now look,Three Way Calling
returned because the numbers
ing at call waiting being impleSpeed Dial
being displayed were inactive.
mented said !SAS Director
When made aware of the probCharles W. Moore.
lem, administrators replaced the
According to Moore, when a
old n~mbers with the number 10
new system being implemented,
the front desk of the individual
problems can be expected.
"In any new upgrade of this kind there will be glitchdormitories.
"We decided nor to display the individual extenes, putting in phones for 4,013 students is no easy task
sions as a security precaution, so if someone tries to
so problems are expected," Moore said.

Call waiting was nor included at first because the
voice mail service would answer an incoming call
whether or' nor the phone is in use, said Chief lnfonna1ion Officer Dr. A. Burl Henderson.
Henderson also said the voice mail offers students
more options than basic call waiting can.
"Students can dial in from any phone, any state and
even from out of the country to retrieve messages."
Henderson said.
With all these new services there will still be more
added as the trial and error period continues Wren
said. In late March, the University will implement a
feature called E9 I I. Wren said. A server will be
placed in both the campus police station and a Metro•
politan Police Station so calls can be monitored simultaneously.
"If a student calls from the Bethune Annex room
I03 the name of the donn and the room number will
show up on the server so the police will know where
to go if necessary," said Wren.

"Technology at Your Pillow" University Names New
Leader to Leave University

Head Football Coach
F oriner Spartan to Lead Bis·o n

By STl::PHANIF. CROUCII
Hilltop S1aff Writer
With the University's cable, telephone network, and
Ethernet barely ins1allcd, the Universi1y will bid a
farewell 10 the Chief lnfonna1ion Officer of lnforma1ion Services and Systems (]SAS) A. Burl Henderson
on Thurroay.
Henderson. who ha,; been at the University since June
2000. ha, accepted a po,ition in the department of
Hcahh and Family for the <tale of Wisconsin.
Admired by his employees for his upbeat personality and outstanding work ethic, Henderson is responsible nor only for the highly anticipated "Technology al
Your Pillow" upgrades al the University but for
administrative advances as well.
"For inslance we run the computing systems for pay
roll, financial aid, s1udcnt accounts and humans
resources," Henderson said. "We arc also in charge of
academic services such as rcgis1.ro1ion, I-lab, 'RcsNe1
lab, and grnding"
Hopeful abou1 his career change, Henderson said dealing with health issues and helping others is provides
him with a since of enjoymcn1.
It should be a lot of fun and it has a lot 10 do with
Medicare. welfare and other types of health issues,"
Henderson said. "I'm really looking forward to the
experience."

Though the University will miss his technological
expenise, co-workers said they will miss Henderson
for his caring nature and positive outlook which made
employees feel comfonable.
One of Henderson's Office Assistants Charnee Washington spoke highly of Henderson.
"Dr. Henderson is a wonderful person to work with.
Nor only is he easy to talk to, bur extremely out
going," Washington said.
Another employee said she was personally gra1eful to
Henderson because he hired her as permanent s1aff,
allowing her to take advantage of certain benefitS.
"In doing so, it has allowed me, a single mother, who
has a child with juvenile diabetes to get special care
and attention for her from Howard University Hospital." !SAS official Darrie Delgado said. "Henderson
was honestly concerned about the welfare of his
employees and will be greatly missed," Delgado
added.
Reflecting on his 19 months at the University, Henderson said he felt a special connec1ion with the University and hopes one day he may return.
"I've had n wonderful time at Howard. This is probably one of the most enjoyable places I've ever worked
at and I feel that I'm already part of the Howard family," Henderson said.
Please See Hmduso11 011 Page AJ

University Speaks about State
Of Economy and its Effects
By M \K•; DRA ANDF.RSON
Hilltop Staff Writer

To combat against the economical downturn sweeping the nation, the University is trying to ensure the
recession doe, noi dmmnrically affect students.
The performance of 1he stock market is a concern of
the University since a portion of Howard's $327 million endowment is invested in stocks. One of the
duties of the Board ofTrus1ecs' finance commiuee is
to manage the endowment, including invcstmentS.
But, policies have been in place for years to protect
the University $327 million endowment against events
such as a recession.
"Howard has ~racticed fiscal conservatism and prudent financial management for several years prior to
this recent economic reccs,ion." said University
spokesperson Donna Brock.
Fo1tunatcly for students, scholarship appropriations
would not affected by the slumping economy, even if
Howard's overall budget becomes 1igh1er, Presidcnl H.
Partrick Swygert said.
"Approximately $25 million is given away in
trustee scholarships per year, and we'll be giving out
the same an1ount of scholarship money as we have in
the past," Swygert said. "I don'1 see that changing
assuming that the recession is a 6 to 12 month proposition instead of l 2 to 18 months."
The recession could also hinder the amount of the
money allocated to Howanl via Congressional apprnpriarions.
"When the economy h in recession you can generally conclude there will be fewer dollars. At the
macro level the amount of federal money that's available has nn affect on Howard because we rely upon
federal support," Swygert said.

By AtSHA CHANEY
1-lillrop Staff Wri1er
Howard University named Rayford T. Peuy as itS new head football coach Friday.
At age 45, Petty comes to
Howard after serving as the defensive coordinator and assistant
coach at Norfolk State University
for the past two years, where the
Spartans· defense finished second
in the MEAC last season under his
leadership.
Prior to his stay at Norfolk. be
served as the defensive coordinator
and assistant coach under Sieve
Wilson here a1 Howard from 199299, so his transition will be a
smooth one since he's already
coached nnd played a role in
recruiting much of next year's
senior class.
"Having been here and having
an idea of the talent that's already
here is going to be a plus for me,"
Peny said. "I'll know a IOI of the
senior class.... and I was pan of
recruiting them or had an opponunity to coach them. I think tha1's
going 10 be a plus for me."
Many of the players are happy
with the University's decision and
can'I wail 10 play for Pe1ty.
"I really like the idea of them
making him head coach because I
know he used to coach here and
he's actually the coach that recrui1ed me, so I'm real happy 10 play
under him," said running back Vincen1 Neclos. who will play his final
season next year. "I'm looking forward to it.
In addition to Neclos, MEAC
defensive player of the year Tracy
White is excited about playing
under Petty, especially since he
used to be a defensive coordinator.
"From what I heard, he's a good
defensive coach. I think he's going
to bring a lot of energy to the
team," said White, who was also
selected as the Sheridan Broadcast0

FIie Phoro

ing Network Black
College Defensive
Player of the Year.
"Basically I think
we're going 10
have a good team
this year. I'm
excited. l mean we
have like 25
seniors who are
looking for a
championship so I
think he's going to
give ii to us."
Petty has agreed
to a five year con1rnc1 and hopes to
1urn around 1his
1eam that has gone
I0-23 in the past
three seasons.
"I am not coming here just to
have a program,"
said Petty. "I am
looking to take it
10 the level where L......'.:...:.._.'::...:________..lliilll.
it was during the
Pltolo Court"'} or BisonMania.rom
1990s when we
won champiThe Uni\Orsil) naml'd Its choice ror the roo1ball head road1 on
onships."
Friday. Rit)ford 1'. Peny Ille ronntr ~orrolk Stntrn<.<t\tllnt
Howard Univer- (OO(h und defrr»h• coordinator, \\ill look to leod a lll-.on Imm
sity President H. 1hn1 has "•111 (0-23 in the 1....1thm, ''"''""'·
Patrick Swygen is
pleased to welafter serving as an assistant coach
come back a coach who [s familiar
for
18 years.
with Howard and has confidence in
"I
have waited a long time for
the Universi1y.
this
opponunity,"
said Petty.
"It's always a delight 10 wel"There
is
a
good
nucleus
of quality
come back to the campus someone
players
returning
to
this
program
who knows us and someone who
and 1hat makes ii evea more excithas confidence in the University
ing.•·
and in our commitment 10 this proJunior defensive lineman Damigram," said Swygen.
an
Walker, who was named 10 the
Pe11y has also served as assistant
AII-MEAC
second team, is just
coach at Southern University
happy
10
have
a coach now and
( 1988-90), as defensive coordinawants
to
move
forward as soon as
tor a,nd linebacker coach at Nonh
possible.
Carolina A&T (1982-88), and was
"I'm just happy we go1 a coach,
the head football coach at
and
now we need to sit down and
Forestville High in Maryland
(1990-92).
Please see Petry on A3
This will be Petty's first time as
head coach at the collegiate level.

Inside

Prcslde-rll Swygert speaks about the state of the Unh'ersily
during the economic downturn of the country.

Howard bas been practicing fiscal conservatism for
years, which has allowed the endowment to grow each
year through last June. Both Moody's and Standard &
Poors. National Real Estate Exchange Network, raised
Howard's bond ro1ing ou1look from stable to positive
in 1998.
Last year. US News and World Report ranked
Howard 28th in the nation as a "Great School at a
Great Price." Howard was also named a "school
where the price is right" in Newsweek Magazine. So
the abi lity ofparentS and students to pay for college
Please See Eco11omics on Page AJ

Lady Bison Basketball
Continue Their Assault on
the MEAC. Check out the
Recap of their Win against
Hampton. Read about it.
Sports on AS.
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By Nicole Ferguson
Contributing Writer

Fresh off the rallies to bring justice to
police officers that allegedly murdered
fellow student Prince Jpnes in the Fall
2000 semester, the University was ranked
number five on.Mother Jones Magazine's
"Top Ten Activist Campuses" last September.
The rallies spearheaded by thenHUSA President Sellano Simmons, are
seen by some as being the last stand the
University has taken, and the activist spiril has since left the University.
Howard University was ranked number five on the list of ..Top Ten Activist
Cru-npuses" by Mother Jones magazine
last September. But is Howard doing its
part in continuing a legacy of political
activism?
Taking fifth place in the nation after
Yale, Pi12.er College, Penn State and Har-

vard, can be considered a great accomplishment, but because the judgment was
based solely on Howard's protest to lhe
Prince Jones murder case in 2000, the
credibility of the University"s political
activity is in question.
"It's not so much !hat we are not
active, it's just that the issues are not
there." said Terrance Samuels, Director of
Student Activities.
According 10 Samuels, the Prince
Jones protest, as well as our involvement
in the blackfacc incident that took place at
Auburn University last semester helped to
keep the activist spirit alive.
'"Times have changed, so there is not a
lot that we can get our teeth into, but
when the opportunity comes up, we are
right at the forefront," Srunuels said.
Some people, however, disagree with
Samuels.
"I don't think that one case of protest
should have catapulted the University to a
fifth ranked activist standing," said Miles

Gray Ill, a Howard Alumnus. "There are
many concerns such as AIDS in Africa,
reparations, re-gentrification, and third
world death, 1hat Howard has yel to touch
upon. So it's nor a lack of issues, it is a
lack of drive to be active," Gray said.
Senior English major Olu Burrell had
similar sentiments as Gray.
"Howard University today seems content on living in its present state of complacency while securely riding the coattails of a legacy that is all but dreamed
abou1;· Burrell said.
..We need to be more politically active
and bind ourselves with the knowledge of
the past and apply that knowledge to
endeavors of the future;' BU1Tell added.
Some of the University's cu.rent student leaders are not convinced with the
views of Gray and Burrell and insist that
the activism is not dead on cru-npus.
According to HUSA President Stefanie Brown. aside from taking action,
her organization plans to eoucate people

so they can be politically active in all
aspects.
"I don't think Howard University bas
lost its spirit. It's here, it's just up to students to get in touch with it," Brown said.
HUSA supported the NAACP's Civil
Rights week. and in mid-February plan to
put on their own black issue and conscientiousness programs.
UGSA is also in support of the awareness programs. although it is typically not
!heir job to get involved. Coordinator
Tiffanie Nowlin said UGSA does cosponsor activities with HUSA, and give
efforts to "make it happen financially."
But the only way to be active is to participate, and according to Brown, student
complacency is due to the lack of awareness.
..A lot of students feel a need 10 get
involved, but they don't know bow to do
it," Brown said.

This report is a service of Howard University Campus Police. This
report was compiled by Campus Editor Editor Brakkton Booker.
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By Darby Baham
Contributing Writer

On the week of March 3-9, the School
of Communications will be holding
School of Communications Week.
Included in this week of events are a
fashion show and a talent show. The
dates for these shows are not scheduled,
as of yet, but will be during that week on
two separate days.
In order to promote festivities for the
School of Communications Week, scheduled in early march. the School of Communications has announced auditions for
the fashion show, scheduled for tomor•
row and Thursday.
The fashion show. which is a brainchild of Leesa Davis, a sophomore from
Queens, New York. said she thought of
the idea because 1be School of Communications had lacked representation.
Davis said the concept of both shows
came about because she wanted to promote the School of Communications.
..The School of Communications
hasn't really been represented that much
on c;impus this year, and we just thought
it would be a great rime to let everyone
shine,.. said Davis.
The fashion show, according to Davis
is open to all University students.
Davis said the fashion show is a collaborative effort with American University which came about because AU junior,
Tanya Hunt thought it would be interesting 10 join forces with Howard students.
Auditions for the fashion show will be
held tomo1TOw in Baldwin Lounge from
6:00-7:00 p.m. and on Thursday in the
Bethune Annex Seminar Room from
7:00-9:00 p.m. Women auditioning are
asked to wear 3-inch beets. and everyone
should bring a current photo.
The show will include sections such
as swimwear, business wear. casual wear,
and bedroom attire.
Clothing from Urban Outfiuers, Wet
Seal, and Kenneth Cole, to name a few
will be featured.

By L . Michael Flanagan
Contributing Writer

People arrived in droves as guest
preacher Michael Eric Dyson delivered a
powerful message on how God takes
away things people put before Him, to a
capacity congregation in Cramton Auditorium.
Dyson's message was simple-God
wiU take away things that you worship in
order that you hold him first. It is only
then we you will sec that many of the
things you hold dear are not imponant.
Dyson. who is a professor of religious
studies at Chicago's DePaul University is
not your average preacher. Known more
for his commentary regarding American
culture, than as a Biblical scholar. Dyson
took his sennon on the book of Judges
18:2 1-26 and focused on the question

Khaliah Jackson, a freshman from
Oakland, California is looking forward to
the actual fashion show. but not the audition.
"I've always wondered what it would
be like to walk the run way. This gives
me the opportunity to find out and enjoy
myself while doing so. But the auditions
will probably be nerve racking," Jackson
said.
The talent show will be held in the Ira
Aldridge Theatre. and the fashion will be
held in either Cramton Auditorium or the
Ira Aldridge Theatre as well. The cost of
each show has not been established yet.
Davis is also coordinating talen1 show
auditions that will be held early nex1
week, but the loca1ion has not yet been
confirmed. Davis said she is looking for a
wide variety of talents, from singing and
dancing to poetry or playing an instrument. There is one stipulation, however,
for this event is only open to Communications students.
''We want this to showcase the School
of Communications," she said.
One 1alen1show hopeful Lauren Childress, a freshman from Housfon, Texas
said she loves the idea of the talent show
and is planning on singing for her audition.
·•11 seems like a good opportunity to
have fun. and I have a talent that I would
like people to get 10 know better," she
said.
A trio perfom1ance group from Chicago is also planning to grace the stage with
their performance of Tisha Cambell's ballad from the urban classic School Daze.
Candice McCuller, Ashley Tate-Gilmore,
and Ivy Calhoun, all freshmen, are looking forward to their audition.
;This nigh1 is going to be great
because it is giving everyone a chance to
display their talentS. It's also going 10 be
entertaining for everyone else." said
McCuller.

"What Do I Have Left?'"
'
This story was about Micah who
thought he had nothing left after the Danites took away wha1 he had worshiped as
··god"-his money. Micah became very
upset and although angered could do
nothing and all he had left was God.
Later in bis sermon, Dyson began to
speak about mainstreru-n issues ranging
from music to politics. He denounced
Jay-Z for his lyrics in his song Girls,
Girls, Girls. Dyson asked out of all the
international females in video "why the
black girl have to be the one who don't
know how 10 act' and ·why the African
girl have a bush?'"

Also. Dyson touched on patriotism.
According to Dyson, Patriotism is telling
you're country the truth like King and
Malcolm. not holding back and agreeing
with everything like Tille??? Condeleeza

Student Health Center
Sick Transport

2300 8/k Georgia
Harassment
Blackbum
Misconduct

Srudent Health Ctr.
Sick Transport

Quad
Sick Transport

HUH
Bomb Threat

Jan.27

Douglass Hall
Lost Prop.

Stude111 Health Ce111er
Sick Transport

West Campus
Unlocked Doors

Adams Morgan Area
Theft II

Student Health Center
Sick Transpon

Tan. 26

HUH
Theft I

Stude11t Health Cemer
Sick Transport

HPT
Affray

Tmt/J Hall
Sick Transport

,Tan. 2S

Blackbum Ce111er
Sick Transport

Sc/Joo/ of Business
Lost of Prop.

Founders lib.
Damaged Property

HUH
Missing Prop.

HPT
Entry w/o Authorization

Blackbum Ce/lier
Simple Assault

Rice.
Dyson concluded his $Crmon
by referring back to 1he story of
Micah ... When everything is gone.
sometimes that's when you have
god left. We have God left, so he
can lead us home. where we can
embrace each other as brother and
sistcrs.u
After service, Dyson expressed
his thoughts on his impact on 1he
congregation.
"I hope it raised 1he consciousness of the students and affected
them positively." He said he felt
his message of patriotism was
"timely and critical."
Photo By Melanie N<$bitl
After 1he sermon, Rev. Eugene
Burrell of the Howard University Mich,w:I Eric Dyson preaches to the <0ngrcgotion gathPlease see Dyson 011 Page A3

ered in Cramton Auditorium on Sunday. Oy~on ,poke on
the subjecl, ''What have l lcft'?"' co 3 chapel congregation.

..
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CAMPUS D IGEST
, . ,\~'VARY 29, 2002
1sooe11e Dance En,emble is ho,1 a hip-ilop/j.1zz d:ince
la,• for ill to cnjov. ll will he held trom 9-IO PM an
Wheatley Hall Lounge of tho rutiman Quadrangle.
lease \\Cllr comfor1ablc clo1hing and a $2 donation i,

pprcc1..ted.

ED!l,r:SDAY, J,\NUARY 30, 2002

'C'11l.ing nil modd~'." HU', School of CornmunicaStudent Council and .-\meric:tn l,;n1vc1siry are
" nliDf. a Spring Z002 Fa,hion Show. Audition,
111 be held in B,,IJwin Lounge of the Tubman Quad•
I R<' aencc Hall from 6-7 P.\I. Everyone is
m:ruged lo dtt."s . 10 unpre" anJ hrin'!, ., curtt."nl
l•olo of) oulldf
Ullop Journal invites stu<knt, lo sharpen their ,atnkal
1d comroic writing ,kills al 1heir weekly meetings al
10 PM in the C B. Powell Building, Room 213. For
ore infonnation call (202) 806-4074.
,rck K lmemalional i, hosting its second club meet•
g m ti e Hilhop Lounge of Blackbum Center at 7
100

M.
I.V.E. Gencrnl llection, Commiuee i, holding an
tcrcst meeting for anyone mlerested in ninning for an

The North Caroli11,1 Club willllost" meeting for club
memlx·I'\ m the Cook 11.,11 Lobby .,t 8 P\1.
"I he Nor1h Carolina State Club mvrtes all students (not
ju,t Nonh Carolimans) to watch the Duke versu, No1tl
Carolina NCAA basketball game in Cook Hall at 9
PM. There wJII be free food and drinks.
The deadline for the Paul Robeson Awards compctition
0Jl"n to all Radio-Telcvi,ion-Film student, is due al 5
PM For more infonnalion contact Professor Judi
Moore Lalla 8064833 or Profc"or Vickey Saunders
806-9249.

FRID.\Y, FF.BRl.\RY I, 2002
Get 1c,,J) to dance the night a"n~ at the ke Ball p1c-,ent1.-J hy the School of Communication, Student
Council. The t'c.,1i,itic, v.rll tx: held al the Bk1ckburn
Center Ballroom .118 PM. Ticket, arc $15 per person;
$25 per couple; SIOO per table of 10 people. Au ire i,
DRESS TO 1~1PRFSS. Tickets are available at the
Cramton Audrlorrnm Box Office. For more informa•
tion and answer, to questions contact lhc SOC Student
Council :11 (202 I 806-'I080 or cmai I them at
'iUC c(ae 1ail\.'.O ,,_
SATURD.\Y, FEBRUARY 2, 2002
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Dyson Preaches to Capacity
Crowd in Ctamton
From Dyson 011 Page A2
Navigators commented on Dyson's unor1hodox
preaching delivery.
"He is a very aniculate minister, but philosophy is
his strength. not the gosp.-1. Our failh traditions are different as well as our worldview," BuJTCll said.
Al the conclusion of the service, many members of
the congregation felt inspired by Dyson 's message.
One person, IGrk Oliver. an alumnus of the
Howard, commented on the impact the speaker had on
the congregation.
"He was powerful. and he did a good job of connecting with everybody, young, old. and cool.'' Oliver
said.

Another attendee, HUSA Vice-President Alex
Dixon gave his thoughts on the speech, "I think
Michael Dyson is a unique preacher, I've come to
expect the unexpected from him ...
Shenneela Williams. a legal communications major
from Atlanta felt inspired and connected by the service.
"I thoroughly enjoyed the services and be did an
excellent job of challenging the nonns of religion,"
Williams said. I found it refreshing 10 bear a messenger of God who cares more about the message th:tn
about what people were going to say or think."

University Speaks about State
Of Economy and its Effects

ffo:c

SUND.\\", FEBRl'ARY J. 2002
URSDA\',JAJ\iUAR\' 31, 2002
'Call.ng all models!" Ill", School of Conunumca
·on Student Council anJ American University are
re ntmi: a Spnni; 2002 Fashion Show. The ,ccond
y for .iuditions \\ 111 bc held in the Bethune ,\nnex
nn:u- Room from 7-9 PM. Everyone i, encouraged
o Jres. to rmpres, .iml bring a current photo of your-

Are vou read) for some foothall? L"GSA presents the
offica•I Superbowl P.1r1y 2002' They :.re in\'illng al'
,tuJcnls to come and watch the game on the BIG
screen m the Ea,1 Ballroom u, Blackburn Center from
7:30 PM to 11 P~l. Admi"ion b FREE and there will
be FREF. food a.swell.

- = - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~-"
C=
r1111piled /,1· Sta ·11,;1cr Court/Ir)_'1_1,=,d~•~· _ _ _ __

Henderson Leaves University
From Henderson 011 Page Al
Henderson was born in Abilene, Texas and auended
University of Texas where he received his bachelor's
degree. He moved on 10 receive a master degree from

Southern Methodist University and a PhD from University of Texas Heallh Science's Center in San Anto•
nio. Henderson finally seuled down al the University
of Texas in Arlington where he served as the chief
infonnation officer.

University Names New
Head Football Coach
From Petty 011 Page A I
set some goals for nexl year and gel along with the
process.'' said Walker. I'm happy its Coach Petty coming back. he was actually my defensive coordinator my

freshman year. He's a good coach. and we need lo sil
down and talk and move forward with the team and set
some goals, so we can improve:·

From Economics 011 Page Al
tuition and fees is a major concern for the University, Brock said.
"We do understand thnt America's families are
impacted in myriad ways by this recession," Brock
said. "Therefore, we endeavor lo keep the costs of
obtaining a Howard education as affordable as possible."
After recognizing lhe strain communities are under
because of the recent recession Swygen, along with
the Board of Trustees decided 10 pul a freeze on
undergraduate tuition.
"Al a time when there may be less federal suppon,
we have made a major decision to freeze undergradu•
ale tuition for the 2002-2003 school year," Swygen
said. "We are doing so because of the view of the
Board of Trustees that as we approach $ I0.000 in
lUition many parents and slUdenlS would be hard
pressed 10 meet those challenges."
The University wiU remain observant in tenns of
the marked and the endowment, bul will beg:tn 10

focus on self-reliance as detailed in tlte SFA-1 and
SFA-11. In March the University will be announcing
the first comprehensive capitnl campaign in 134
years.
According lo Brock, the campaign will have as its
fundraising goal a multiple of SI 00 million. "Thal
goal will be announced during this year's Chaner day
proceedings, and will be met successfully only
through the suppon of the Universities alumni,
friends, suppor1ers, and even our students," Brock
said.
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PITTSBURGH, Pennsylvania
Pittsburgh police still haven't
found the two or three men that
killed three people - a man in a
wheelchair and an 8-year-old girl
included-after bursting into a Mr.
Tommy's Sandwich Shop, a Homewood neighborhood restaurant Friday evening.
CLINTONVILLE, Wisconsin
Rush orders are being put on 1he
fire trucks made for the New York
Fire
I·
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Roe -vs- Wade in Danger
BY NtCOL.E FERGUSON
Contributing Writer

OAK PARK, Illinois A woman in
Oak Park, lllinois finally recovered
her purse that was stolen from a
restaurant in I9Q(). Thanks to a
construction crew who found the
purse in a wall and a police officer
who found the owner, 74-year-old
Audrey Wheeler was happy to see
that a photogniph of her father, pic•
tu res of her nieces and nephews
and a copy of Psalm 23 were still
in the purse. The only thing that
was missing was $67 .02. "The hell
with the money," said Wheeler, 74.
"The pictures are what's impor•
tant." It was found in a local
restaurant called the Hasty Tasty a
few years ago. Oak Park Police
Sgt. Jacques Conway never gave
up on his search for Wheeler.
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Atlanta Must Pay $2S Million to
White Librarians Jamtary• 18,
2002: - - A federal jury ordered
Fulton County to pay nearly $25
million after finding that eight
white librarians were transferred
from the county library's central
branch to smal ler branches because
of their race.
County Auomey 0.V. Brantley
said the county would appeal the
verdict issued Wednesday. which
she said was the largest ever
awarded in a personnel case
involving an Atlanta-area city or
county government."This is off the
charts and, I think, clearly exces•
sive for employees who were only
transferred," Brantle)' said.The
Atlnnta-Fulton Public Library System librarians contended they were
demoted to smaller libraries in
order to reduce the number of
whites working downtown. Of the
total awanled, $ 16 million was
punitive damages. During the trial,
the librarians' lawyer quoted a
board member as saying, "There
are too many white managers" at
the downtown branch.TI1e forewoman of the jury, Phylis Hughes,
said the librarians were treated differently because of their race. The
jury said the library system itself
was not liable because it has no
race-based policies."! do not think
that any of the defendants are
racists. but this decision was based
on race," Hughes said. The jury,
selected from a predominantly
white jury pool, had seven whites
and one Asian American.Ii was the
fourth and by far the largest such
discrimination ruling against Fulton County involving white
employees or vendors. The largest
previously was for about $3 million awarded to three employees,
Brantley said.

Last Wednesday marked the 29th anniversary of the Roe vs. Wade decision, but with elec•
toral nominations around the comer, freedom of
choice may be in danger.
Although this annivers!U'Y commemorated pro•
choice freedoms. it was the anti-abortionists who
lilled D.C. streets at the annual ''Right 10 Life"
march. For the lirst time ia eight years, the President supported the group.
"This march is an example of an inspiring
commitment and of deep human compassion,"
said President Bush in the Post-Gazene News,
"Everybody there believes, as I do. that every
life is valuable, that our society has a responsibility to defend the vulnerable and weak, the
imperfect and even the unwanted; and that our
nation should set a great goal • that unborn children should be welcomed in life and protected
law."

The anti-abortion President has the power to
select the Supreme Court justices. pending conlinnation of the Senate. But, because the
Supreme Court has retained the pro-choice decision by a mere 5 to 4 vote, the upcoming Senate
elections could change the slim democratic
majority and cause the eradication of legalized
abortions in the future.
According to Kate Michelman, President of
the National Abortion Rights Action League.
this is the moment pro-lifers have been waiting
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for.
"President Bush holds the future of that right
in his hands.'' Said Michelman at the Prochoice Coalition Press Conference on an online
source. "If he appoints just one more Supreme
Court justice hostile to the right to choose, Roe
could be toppled forever."
Other organizations are also concerned about
the court appointments.
"Several vacancies are expected on the
Supreme Cou.rt in the coming years, and, given
the current makeup of the Court, a woman's
right to determine her own personal reproduc•
tive choices hangs by a thread." Said Judith
DeSamo, president and CEO of National Family Planning and Reproductive Health Association on an AOL news release.
"Federal judges are appointed for life and
will detennine the fate of American women
and men for.decades to come," said Marcia D
Greenberger, National Women's Law Center
Kate Michelman, president of the National Abortion Rlw,ts
co-president on usnewswire.com "The Senate
Action Leafue
must carry out it's constitutional responsibility
by scrutinizing all nominees 10 ensure their
Carol Long Tobias, Director of the NRLC's
commitment to American rights and freedoms."
political action committee in the Post-Gazette
Although pro-life organizatioas such as the
News, "but I don't think either side wiU gain
National Right 10 Life Commiuee agree the
s~1ts."
President is on their side and hope that he will
Pro-choice Michelma.n claimed her organizanominate someone sympathetic to their cause,
tion will become an active participant in the
they will not admit 10 the possible future
elections using all mass media 10 target hopefuls
destruction of pro-choice rights.
who oppose abortion rights, but Tobias declined
"He [the President] understands that inaocent
comment on her group's electoral approach.
human life is sacred and must be protected," said

Trailing George W ...
Bush Puts Focus on National Security
BY COURTNEY WADF.
Hilltop Staff Writer

prosperity and security depend on a border that
operates efficiently and effectively under all circumstances.,.

In these turbulent times of war. it seems that
one can never be 100 careful. According to
President Bush, homeland safety measures are
his main priority in relation 10 his ultimate
goal 10 restore the American people's sense of
security. The proof is in the pudding, as the
budget for liscal year 2003 is linalized, the
resources for national defense have been
increased from Sl9.5 billion to $37.7 billion.
In securing our nation, perhaps the most
important aspect is the protection of national
borders, which seem lo be where weaknesses
lie. In the future, according to Bush, the
American border must integnite screening
processes for items as well as people who flirt
with the Northern and Southern borders.
According to a White House Press Release
from Friday, precisely $10.7 billion of new
Prtsldent C<0'11" W. Bush .. m be lntrooucing ncwsc,a,rityniwfunds have been allotted to provide federal
surcs for the rotmtry
border control. Border agencies, such as the
United States Coast Guard and others, now
A step in the right direction has already been
will be able 10 obtain infonnation sharing sys•
made. Back on December I21h, Governor. Tom
tems 10 create an area of seamless air and land
Ridge. Director of Homeland Security. and John
protection. One of the major changes that will
Manley, then the Minister of Foreign Affairs for
take place will be the inevitable collaboration of
Canada. signed the Smart Border D«laration,
U. S. Government officials, major trading partwhich distinguishes, "our current and future
ners, private industries. and regional neighbors.

Concerning specifically homeland security,
Bush comprehends the significance of having
the right training and equipment for America's
lirst responders, such as: police officers, lire
lighters, and emergency medical teams, 10
threats of national security. Therefore, on
Thursday Bush spoke of providing appropriate
funds for planning. equipment, training, and
exercising and execution of plans for emergency
action have been proposed in the new budget.
Also new evaluation methods will be established
for regional, national, and local first responder
systems as well as a method of dispersing funds.
Finally, as a result of the terrorist attacks on
September 11 "'· last Tuesday, Bush signed t.he
Victims of Terrorism Tax Relief Act. It is a
bipartisan legislation that will give significant
income and estate tax relief to 1he families of the
victims of terrorism. Uniquely enough, this legislation will assist the specilieally the victim of
September 11, che Oklahoma City bombing, and
the recent anthrax auacks. By waiving the
income ta, liability of a victim who died in one
of the attacks. it guamn1ccs a minimum benefit
of SI 0.000 provided 10 the family of each victim.

U.S. Education Budget to Include Spending Increases
By Snrn J ennblnnc
CayaHer Dajly (U. Virginia)
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. - On Monday.
the U.S. Secretary of Education announced that
the 2003 Education Department budget may
include a $12 million increase in spending for
historically black colleges and those that educate
many Hispanic students. This is about 3.6 percent above current funding levels. President
Bush will introduce the budget to Congress next
month. In total, the proposed budget will include
more than $350 million for programs that will
strengthen historically black colleges and universities (HBCUs). historically black graduate institutions (HBGis), and Hispanic-serving institutions (HSls). Bush will ask Congress to increase
funding for HBCUs by $7.4 million. The proposed 2003 budget represents an increase in
spending that would result in an estimated aver•
age award of more than $2 million each for the
about I00 eligible HBC Us and an average award

of almost $3 million for the almost 20 eligible
HBGls. Bush will request more than $89 million
10 support HSls. This represents a $3.1 million
increase over 2002 levels. In order to qualify as a
Hispanic-serving institution. a college or university must have an enrollment that is at least 25
percent Hispanic. In addition, 50 percent of the
Hispanic students must be low-income. said Dan
Langan. spokesman for the U.S. Department of
Education. Institutions will have to apply for
funding once the budget has passed, Langan
said. Bush has pledged 10 increase funding for
HBCUs, HBGls and HS ls by 30 percent between
200 I and 2005. The increases are part of an
effort 10 expand post-secondary education opportunities for students from minority and disadvantaged backgrounds and close achievement gaps
among black and Hispanic students. They come
after the No Child Left Behind Act of 200 I,
which was signed into law earlier this month.
''To honor the legacy of Dr. King. we must con•
tinue to support the institutions that offer our

minority and disadvantaged students opportunities through higher education," U.S. Secretary of
Education Ro<l Page said in a statement released
Monday. "We have commiued the resources we
need 10 get that job done, and we will continue
to work to make sure that every student in America can achieve. and no child is left behind,"
Page said. Many are excited about the newly
proposed budget. "Increasing the budget for historically black colleges and Latino colleges will
be a feather in [President Bush's] cap," University Dean of African-American Affairs M. Rick
Turner said. ''I'm gratified" that this is happening. "Traditionally, black colleges and universities have not received their fair share," said
Thomas Reed, director of university relations at
Virginia State University, a historically black
school. Reed said he thought the increases in
spending would be very favorable because they
would allow colleges and universities to be able
to offer educational possibilities to everyone
who deserves them.

Kmart Files for Chapter 1lBankruptcy
BY

At USON G ENTRY

Contributing Writer
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On Tuesday. Jnn. 22, Kmart
Corp. filed for Chapter 11 Bank·
ruptcy after several weeks of speculation about the Companies financial health. This marks the biggest
retail bankruptcy in t.he U.S.Kmart
is the second largest discount retailer in the U.S. second only 10 Wal•
Mart. Officials had declined comment on the companies situation for
several weeks, though the bank•
ruptcy was widely expected.Kmart
has been struggling for months due
to sluggish sales and strong compe-

tition fonn Wal-Mart. During the
past couple of weeks Ratings Agencies downgraded Kmart's credit,
stock plunged and the company
was removed from Standard and
Poor's benchmark index of 500
leading stocks.Kmart failed to
make one of their weekly payments
to Fleming Companies Inc., their
biggest food distributor. Filing
came one day after Fleming halted
shipments to Kmart.Kmart's bankruptcy filing, with $17 billion in
assets is the biggest ever for a U.S.
retailer. The Company has about
$37 bi llion in annual revenue.
Kmart said it secured $2 billion in

debtor financing to pay its S 1.6 billion debt and expects to emerge
from the bankruptcy in about a
year.A company in Chapter 11 is
protected from creditors while it
reorganizes and tries 10 pay off its
deblS. CEO Charles Conaway said
in a statement, "We are detennined
10 complete our reorganization as
quickly and smoothly as possibly,
while taking full advantage of this
chance to make a fresh start and
reposition Kmart for the
future."Kmart said all 2114 stores
are open for business and that all
credit cards, gift certilicates, and
store credit would be honored as

usual. Pension and savings plans
are independent of the company
and should not be affected. The
company said it would review the
perfonnance of each stores with a
goal to close unprofitable locations.
The company closed 350 Kmart
locations last year, but will not discuss plans for store closings.In its
press release, Kmart said it hopes to
cut about $350 million in annual
expenses through reorganization
and job cuts.Along with Fleming,
other companies have suspended
shipments. However Martha Stewart Living said its relationship with
Kmart hasn't changed.
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World
Briefs
BOGOTA, Colombia Four police
officers and a child were killed and
several other people injured when a
bomb on a bicycle exploded Friday
in front of a restaurant in Bogota,
police ~aid. David Hernandez, a
paramedic at the scene, blood splattered on his lab coat and glasses,
said three police officers and an
unidentified woman were taken to
the hospital with grave injuries.
Alberto Cantillo, the police
spokesman at the scene, told
reporters that four officers had
been killed in the blast. The Josefa
restaurant is across the street from
the Fatima Police Station in south•
em Bogota. Police said they were
investigating. No suspects were
named.
LAGOS, Nigeria A street market
fire spread 10 an army ammunition
dump in Lagos on Sunday, sparking a series of heavy explosions
that rocked the city and sent residents fleeing their homes in panic,
military sources said. A senior military officer told Reute.rs be expected many casualties as the ammunition dump was near an army
barracks and a large residential
area. "'The fire broke out at a street
market for soldiers and spread to
the ammunition dump," he said.
Heavy explosioas reverberated for
about an hour in Lagos. Africa's
biggest cicy of over 10 million people. "'There is panic in the streets.
People are scrambling 10 get on any
available vehicle. The streets are
packed with desperate people," a
resident of lkeja district said by
mobile phone.
GAYA, India Tibet's spiritual
leader, the Da.lai Lama, was in
good condition at a hospital in
lndia after falling ill with stoll\l\Ch
pains. a hospital official has said.
He has undergone some teslS after
being flown to the Lilawati Hospi•
tal and Research Center in the Indian city of Bombay. but will under•
go more. The Dalai Lama bod been
complaining of stomach pains since
December 15 and doctors Inter discovered a lump. "He is line, be is
cheerful, he can speak. he can
move himself. Just as a precaution•
ary measure be was brought from
Patna," Prakash Mhatre. of the hos•
pital said on Sunday. A member of
the medical team. A.M. Rai, said
the Oalai Lama had a lump in bis
stomach, but gave no further
details.
BLANTYRE, Malawi Forty-four
people have died in a cholera outbreak in southern and central
Malawi, health authorities have
said. A further 425 people were
being treated for the disease, health
authorities added on Sunday. The
highly contagious disease is carried
by water. The cholera outbreak has
hit hardest in the lakeside Mangochi district, which borders
Mozambique, Jonathan Nkhoma. a
health ministry official, said.
BEIRUT, Lebanon Police have
detained two men in connection
with n car bomb explosioa that
killed fonncr Lebanese Christian
militia leader Elie Hobeik.a and
three of his bodyguards. Lebanese
authorities said Saturday. The
bombing took place Thursday in
the suburbs of Beirut, government
sources said, the lirst major car
bombing in Lebanon for eight
years. The arrests come as the burials of Hobeika and two of the
killed bodyguards were to take
place. Hobeika, 45, was best•
known for his role as commander
of Christian Lebanese Foroes at the
time the militia massacred up to
2,000 Palestinian men, women and
children in Sabra and Shatila
refugee camps in Muslim west
Beirut in 1982. The year before,
Israel had invaded Lebanon in a
drive to push Palestine Liberation
Organization fighters out of the
country.
Compiled by Stephanie Crouch
Hlllop Staff Writer
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Lady Bison Beat the Pirates
BY CIIAUNA BRYANT

Contributing Writer

Is Ty Tryon the Next Tiger Woods?
Ty Tryon has taken the crown from

Tiger Woods and became the youngest
player to qualify for the PGA tour.
Just last year, at 16-year-old, he
became the youngest player in 44
years to make the cut at the Honda
Classic and finished tying for 39"'.
'Iwo months ago, after shooting a 66
in the final round at Q-School, he
earned his PGA Tour Card. His
announcement to tum pro came after
he shot 80 in the opening round of the
US Amateur and failed to qualify for
the next round. His decision came as a
shock to the golf community. Golfer
and fans alike question Tryon's ability
to hand.le the pressure of traveling and
worry about his maturity for competing at the level of the PGA. Though
17, he was allowed into the field of
play through sponsor's exemption.
Until Tryon turns 18 in June, the PGA
gives him restrictions on play. He's
only pennitted seven exemptions and
allowed to play in no more than 12
tournaments. What separates Tryon
from Tiger, is that in his years as an
amateur, Tiger won the most prestigious junior golf. The US Amateur,
title three years in a row. Tryon, who
stopped competing in high school two
years ago, never won the US Amateur.
Tim Finchem, the PGA Tour Com,nissioner, commented, ''It's hard 10 win
out here. Can we hones1ly cxpecl Ty
Tryon 10 win?
The University of Georgia Suspends
Three Players for Allege Rape
At the University of Georgia in
Athens, Georgia, three players. sophomore Steven Thomas, junior guard
Tony Cole, junior comerback Brandon
Williams, were suspended Wednesday, January 23rd resulting from an
alleged rape that took place on January 15°'. A young women reponed 10
University police Detective Eric
Dellinger that after she had consensual sex with Tony Cole in his dorm, she
was confronted by two other men. Sbe
told police that when Cole had gone to
the bathroom WiJJiams appeared from
the closet and attempted to molest her.
After several unsuccessful attempts to
rape her, he left. She made her way to
the bathroom when Thomas
approached her and the two had sex.

Madden & Summerall CaU it Quits
After 21 Years
Pat Summerall announced on the 24••
that he will not be returning to his colleague's, John Madden, side next sea•
son. 71-year-old Summerall, once the
star kicker for the New York Giants,
bas been a pan of the NFL for 50
years, as a player and announcer.
Summerall and Madden have been
complementing each other in play-byplay analysis of the NFL since they
were signed with CBS in 1981. In
1994, they moved to Fox after the network bought the NFL rights. But,
2002 marks the end of his Summerall's contract with Fox, leaving him to
pursue other endeavors.
All-Conference Linebacker Caught
In a Shootout
A dispute between two neighboring
colleges, Catawba and Livingstone
College in Salisbury, Nonh Carolina.
ended with one player dead and others
wounded. On Friday eight, an altercation that s1aned in a residence hall on
Catawba's campus, quickly escalated
outside. A student from Livingstone,
as reponed by the a Catawba security
officer, retrieved a gun from a parked
car and began shooting. As shots
between officers and the smdents
were exchanged, several students in
were bit in as a results of this shootout
i.ncluding Darris Morris, a two-time,
all-conference football player for
Catawba. Six Livingstone students
were charged in the death of Darris
Morris. They are being held without
bond in Rowan County Detention
Center.
Compiled by Benrarri Murray co11tributi11g writer.
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Andrea Gardner and Counney
Kirk proved to be a deadly duo
last Monday against the Hampton
Pira1es, as a key baske1 by Gardner and a clutch block by Kirk led
to a win over the Pirates 70-71.
The Pirates dominated the first
half because of several 1hree-point
shots made by the Pirates leading
scorers Lashondra Dixon and
Lineni Noah. Noah and Dixon
had outstanding first halves, providing key baskets and leadership
for the Pirates. Their quickness
caused the Bison several problems
and limited the effectiveness of
the Bison's vaunted pressure
defense. The Lady Bison were
forced to play catch up and were
behind by as many as 12 points
during the half. Near the end the
Lady Bison stepped up their game
ending the first half 40 to 35,
Pirates.
The Lady Bison returned from
half time with a new intensity.
Playing a swarming defense. the
Bison forced Lashondra Dixon.
wbo scored 12 poin1s in the first
half. to shoot 1-8 from the field in
the second half and Lincni Noah
to shoot only 2-7 in the second
half.
"In the first half we allowed
them to do what they wanted to do
and them I think we adjusted, and
made the adjustment in terms of
our defense and in terms of how
we were going to be able to keep
them (Dixon and Noah) covered,
so I think we did a better job at
that during the latter of the first
half and then in the second half

NBA
Scores

we were settled in what we had
to do," said Bison Head Coach
Parson.
The Bison caught up to the
Pirates with 14:09 left in the
second half, after a rebound
and lay-up by Gardner. The
lead changed eleven times and
the game was tied three times,
neither team lead by more than
five points.
With one minute left to play
in the game Lineni Noah made
a three pointer , bringing the
Pirates within one. Thiny four
seconds later the Pirates scored
again taking the lead 68-67.
With 30 seconds left on the
clock Noah fouled Gardner
sending her 10 the foul line in a
one and one situation with the
File Photo
possibility of taking the lead.
The Lady Bison BlaslS Hampton Pirates In ltll Exibidon giune last "~k
Gardner, who was a 55 percent
free throw shooter coming into
game, Lasbondra Dixon
the game, nailed both free throws
dribbled the full length of
putting the Lady Bison up by one.
the court. drove through the
"Well when I was on the line I
key and shot a promising
just tuned everybody our and
lay-up. Lady Bison Countotally focused on myself, I knew
ney Kirk jumped up and
that's what it would take in order
to make the free throws, and that's blocked the shot.
"'The objective of the
what I did and I came out on top,"
game
was to make sure that
Gardner said.
we
stopped
the guards from
The game was not over. Dixon
driving to the bole. I was
flew down the coun and passed
guarding my man and as
the ball to Pirate point guard
soon as I turned my head
Neck.a Lancaster who made the
the guard was coming full
jump shot giving the Pirates the
speed ahead towards the
lead 70-69 with thiny seconds.
basket so it was either conThe Bison called back-two-back
test
the shot or block it, so
time outs in order to devise a plan.
basically I blocked the shot.
With 17 seconds left on the clock,
Andrea Gardner led the
rebounds. Lashondra Dixon led
the ball was in bounded to Nicole
game with 24 points, 16 rebounds
Jackson who passed the ball in to
the Pirates with I9 points I3
and 3 blocks. Simone Agee folGardner. Gardner shot over two
assis1s and 2 steals. Lineni Noah
lowed closely behind with 17
defenders, nothing but net the
scored I8 points and had 5
points and 6 rebounds. Counney
Bison were up by one.
rebounds.
Kirk had 15 points and 5
With four seconds left in the
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NFL Playoff Recap
BY AtSltA CHANEY
Hilltop Staff Writer
Pittsburgh Steelers (14-4) vs. New England Patriots
(13-5)

Drew Bledsoe replaced an injured Tom Brady and led
the New England Patriots to a 24-17 upset over the Pittsburgh Steelers in the AFC Championship game on Sunday
in Heinz Stadium.
Brady went down with an injured leg late in the second
quaner with the score 7-3, so Bledsoe (10-21 for 102
yards, I TD) had to take charge of the team, despite not
having played since the second week of the season when
he went out with a serious injury to the chest.
After entering the game, just four plays later he threw an
II-yard TD pass to David Patten to give the Patriots a 14-3
lead. This was the Patriots only offensive touchdown of the
game.
Bledsoe got plenly of help from Troy Brown, who
scored tbe fim touchdown of the game on a 55-yard punt
return. Brown also played a key role when the Patriots
went up 21 -3 early in the third quarter, when Brandon
Mitchell blocked a field goal attempt and Brown picked up
the ball and ran 11 yards before lateraling 10 Antwan Harris, who took it 49 yards for the touchdown.
The Steelers are known for having the best defense in
the league, but it was the Pa1riots defense that held Pitts•
burgh to only 19 total rushing yards, and intercepted the
ball three times from quanerback Kordell Stewan.
They had their chances late in the game but Stewan (24-

42 for 255 yards) was intereep1ed twice in the final
three minutes. after they had cu1 into an I 8-poinl
deficit and trailed by just one touchdown.
Stewart was forced to carry his te.,m since star
running back Jerome Bettis, who returned after
being out eight weeks with a groin injury, was held
to just nine carries for eight yards and one touchdown.
That final interception by Lawyer Milloy with
2: 11 remaining on 1he clock sealed the vic1ory for
Patriots. who will advance to the Super Bowl next
week in New Orleans for only the third time in
franchjsc history.
SL Louis Rams (16-2) vs. Philadelphia Engles
(13-6)

Marshall Faulk ran for 159 yards and two touchdowns to lead the St. Louis Rams to a 29-24 victory
over the Philadelphia Eagles Sunday night in St.
Louis in the NFC Championship game.
The Eagles defense earned them a 17- 13 halftime
lead, but Faulk, Kurt Warner, and Isaac Bruce took
over in the second half, and showed why they will be
beading to their second Super Bowl in just three
years.
The Rams turned the game around the second half
by scoring 10 points in the third quaner alone, and
their defense stepped it up by holding the Eagles
scoreless until late in the founh quaner, when quarterback Donavan McNabb ran in a 3-yard touchdown
with 2:56 to go.
After forcing the Rams to punt, the Eagles had one
final attempt at a comeback. but their hopes of a
Super Bowl came to an end when All-Pro comerback
Aeneas Williams intercepted MeNabb's pass, for his
sixth career playoff interception.
Warner finished the game with 212 yards, completing 22 of 33 passes and Isaac Bruce ended the
game with eight receptions for 84 yards and one
touchdown.
McNabb's blockjng fell apan in the decisive third
quaner and he finished the game 17-30 for just 171
yards and ran for 26 yards, nis fewest in these playoff
games.
The Rams will face the Patriots this Sunday in
New Orleans for Super Bowl XXXVI, and will battle
it out to prove which team is iruly deserving of being
called the best team in the NFL.
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Sex and the
Chocolate
City
The Bitter Black

Man
BY TIFFANY D. J ACKSON
Hilllop S1aff Wri1er

II 100k an entire year of research
and srudy 10 finally conclude abou1
the Bitter Black Man. II is a species
tha1 is, as we speak, growing in full
bloom. The Biller Black Man, or
wha1 I like 10 call BBM, is similar
to the Bitter Black Woman, however the pain and agony is from a different source. Firs1, to define, a
BBM is n man who spent all his life
being considered the "nice guy",
a.k.a the guy who you would never
date or marry but love 10 have
around when you're lonely. The
nice guy can be the surrogate
boyfriend that you cry 10 about
other guys (even though you know
they have feelings for you) or just a
friend with benefits. However, there
is one extra fealllre that the BBM
has. See, after weeks, months, and
maybe even years of being treated
as the Nice Guy they start to
become angry and resentful of how
women see them. They can't seem
to undersiand why women don't
like them, therefore begin to
despise and dislike women all
together, not on a gay vibe. In order
to get revenge, they treat other
women the way they hnve been
treated before: using them, playing
them, and cursing their existence.
B BMs feel that they are the perfect candidates for a boyfriend.
They practice in-depth grooming,
chivalry and manners, get good
school grades, cook, clean, and
dress neat and casual always. They
read up in women magazines on
how women are looking for sensitive and caring guys. They exercise
respectful dancing techniques, how
to sexual please a woman, and
study the best places to take a date.
BBMs basically practice how to be
the perfect man that they feel every
woman wants. However, they arc
still turned down at every club and
bar even after all their hard work
and effort. Thus, they are bitter and
try to inhibit the actions of the men
that women seem to be with. They
sleep with women with no emotion,
never call, and try to be as disrespec1ful as possible, knowing tha1
it's no1 in 1heir na1ure. Even if one
of their friends that ·s a girl begins
to complain about men they would
shoot them down immediately.
1can't blame BBMs for their
confusion. Women do beg and ask
for things but when the plate is set
in fron1 of them, they rather pick
from it later in life. BBMs are perfect and maybe even marriage
malerial, however BBMs were
made in a factor)\ not by nature.
You can't train a robot to have a
personalit)·. which is what most
BBMs lack. Therefore, each sex
has a role in the creation of the
BBM's evil and revengeful attitude.
Women really don't know what
they want and men waich too many
movies. In reality, women really
don't want perfection. They want a
man who messes up sometimes; it
gives them a challenge and something to complain about 10 their
girlfriends. Women want independence but want to feel protecled. If
a women feels they can walk all
over a man than they feel anyone
can walk all over him too. Where's
the protection?
So, to my BB Ms out there, I
hope you realize that there is more
to being a perfect man than meets
the eye. Find security in yourself
and women will come calling. But
if you keep to your BBM ways they
will eventually run away. But hey,
don't listen to me. I just live life
and write about it!
Honeyso>weet82@ho1rnnil.com

Theatre Review
On the Jump Re-invents the Classic Love Story
EtCHELlll!RG£R
ii hop Slaff Wriler

\~ ffAROI.O

ft is your honeymoon. You have
en looking forward 10 this nighl for all of
our life. As you step into the bathroom to
eshen up, your new husband awaits your
turn with a regretful sigh. He is having
cond thoughts. With his newfound fear
e scurries and puts his clothes back on,
1eals your money, and packs his things
caving you in a whimsical mayhem in a
onely hotel room. ln your new sadness and
mbellishment for sorrow, you spill all of
our troubles to the bartender and for some
ason; you decide lo commit suicide by
·umping off of a bridge. Just as you begin
our climb, you notice another young man,
ho is as disillusioned as you. As be is
bout to jump off of the ledge. you scream,
'Stop," and he falls.

Strain and overrun with guilt,
you grab his topcoat only to find his
address. Once you reach his home you
find out that he is the son of a rich
underwear company owner and you
accidentally convince his family that
you are his bride and they convince you
to live with them. For some strange reason, you discover who their son is as a
person, and you fall in love with the
dead gentleman whom you happen to
discover sleep in a diner beneath the
bridge days later after his "suicide."
This is the setup of tbe highly
comical love story that is currently playing at the Arena Stage Thenler. The
name of the play is "On the Jump" written
by John Glore and directed by Wendy C.
Goldberg. The play stars Andrea Anders as
Colleen Ferguson, the lonely bride, and
David Barlow as Albert Wheatcroft ID, the
rich son. This is a play strung with special
effects and mechanical involvement that
evolves the bare blue arena stage into a
hotel room, a mansion, a bar, a bridge, and
a diner within seconds. The production is
outstanding with superb acting and the
comical involvement of all of the actors in
this play.
While watching this play you will
find yourself humorously laughing at the
timid events and outcomes of Wheatcroft's
parents Albert and Arabella played by
Bernie Passeltiner and Victoria Boothby
who affectionately grow dear towards
Colleen, the "estranged" bride of their son
Albert. Between the avid twists and l\lrns
and unexpected events in this production,

Movie Review
The Big Payback
Movie: The Count of Monte Cristo
Grade: A·
BYNtAMCLEAN
Hilltop Staff Writer
Whoever said, "Hell hath no fury like a
woman scorned" never met a man like
Edmond Dantes. In this latest adaptation
of Alexander Dumas' 1844 novel, naive,
young sailor, Edmond Dantes (Jim
Caviezel) has his entire world shattered in
theblink of an eye. Just as he prepares to
embark on a new life as a captain with
his ladylove, Mercedes (Dagmarn Domincyzk)at his side, Dantes is framed for high
treason and murder by jealous, long-time
friend and sea mate, aristocratic, Fernand
Mondego (GuyPearce). Mondego's motive?
He wants Mercedes andessen1ially anything
that Dantes has.
Consequently, Dantes is carted off to
solitry confinement in the Chateau d'lf, an
hland prison (think Alcatraz.) where the
years are counted by an annual whipping
doled out by the sadistic warden. As the

time passes, Dantes' faith slowly diminishes. But just before he gives up all hope for a
life outside his
rock-laden cell, fellow prisoner Abbe
Faria (Richard Harris), addressed by Dantes
as the Pries!, comes to resurrect his broken
spirit. Among other lessons, Priest shares
with his prolege n map thought to lead one
to vas1 treasures on the Isle of Monte Cristo
Ultimately, Dantes escapes after I6 years
of bondage. He has two missions: find
this mythic wealth and avenge the life that
was stolen from him. Making a Machiavellian comeback with a makeover Jenny Jones
could not pull off, Dantes a.k.a. the Count
of Monie Cristo does both. The result? Let ·s
just say payback's a b!#•h.
What makes this movie good is the plot.
The whole "why bad things happen to good
people"-underdog faces insurmountable
odds but ends up on top- angle works very
well. What makes this movie great is the
acting. Before fate transforms him to
the shrewd intellectual, Caviezcl is very
convincing in portraying a sensitive,

Bird's Eye View
Open Up, Oh Feminine
Mind

BY MARCUS BIRD
Contributing Writer
"To be or not to be, that is the question, whether
tis nobler in the mind to suffer the slings and
arrows of outrageous fortune, or by opposing end
them ... That line ladies and gents, was taken from
Hamlet, a classic Shakespearean play about love
. (Was it love though? ah, who cares ). Often we
ask ourselves in the same vein, what is to be or. ..
not. In some cases, whal is absolutely ne,•er meant
"On the Jump" will cause you 10 wonder
to be. l mean. how often have I gracefully
and re-evaluale the comedy and nurturing
approached a young woman, filled with sweet
feeling that exists in fairy-tale love stories.
words, and calm gentle mannerisms. nice cologne
This play is intelligently written and direct- wafting through the twilight breeze, only to face
ed wilh the precise glamour in mfod to keep scathing retribution and the occasional insult. Yes
the audience drawn and captivated in the
comrades, it is rejection. Ah rejection, the beast
colorfulness and the sound effects that crethat hides behind a quiet smile, the veritable Quaate a very realistic atmosphere in producing simodo in a girrs mind. Hiding amidst the bells
various atmospheres whether ii is outside
of a clock lower, coming out only when needed
during a thunderstorm, or in a restaurant.
.The worst line I ever got so far was. "There are
"On the Jump'' is written in such a good people in the world, I hope you meet one of
fashion that you will be drawn into the star- them. " Ouch! Tulk about dropping and anvil on
crossed heartS of these two lovers as they
my little toe! At least I have a heart of iron. Yeah,
travel on a road that neither of them barwomen will do that to you. ltS not so one-sided like
gained for. "On the Jump'' is playing at the you see on TV. ltS like things that girl do are kept
Arena Stage in the Fichandler Theatre on
in secret meeting, where dumb voice passwords
1101 Sixth Street N.W. It is running from
and hand signals are used to enter a derelict cabin
January I !•February 17, 2002. The box
in the woods, where groups of women excitedly
office phone number is 202-488-3300.
discuss who they flopped this week..... And then
TicketS range from $27.00 to $45.00. Stuwhen his clothes were off. l told him I didn"t want
dent discounts are available.
to do it!" Yes gents, we too require sympathy for
the wrongs done to us. It is not only we who go
out there and philander, deceit and inveigle our biological counterparts. They too indulge in the
extremes, orgies, sleeping with best friends, lust,
raw desire, unbridled sexual passion ( wait ..that's
almost like lust isnt · it ? ) I like the world, and I
love the women in it, but it seems like with each
new woman, there is something programmed to
affect your mind. She could be as sweet as a midsummer nights' breeze, with bre:lk that kicks like
wet-behind-the-ear~. and somewhat dit-zy Jackie Chan. She could be the most petite girl in
guy. The villain, Mondego, presented
the world, with the hands of Shag. Why is there
expenly by Pearce, is comedic to the
inequality everywhere. Then we ha,,e girls who are
point of almost being likable. And speaking highly anractive.
of funny, the Count 's sidekick, facopo
(Luis Guzman) makes the most somber
To me girls that are pretty always seem to think
moments hilarious.
everyone doesn't like them. Even when they are
The biggest in-congruency is the comwalking and people are like" Hi, you look so nice
plete absence of French accents, including
today! I love your smile! Let"s have sex ! " then
the exiled Napoleon Bonaparte, although
they looked at me. slightly bemused and say," I
the film is set in France. The diminutive
don·r• think these people like me." It is then I sigh,
emperor seems more like a ..goodfella" than and sip some scorch. Complexes nren·1 abnora French general.
mal \\hen it comes to women, we guy, hnve comAII and all, the film, which can be slow
plexes too, but probably about really stupid-ass
moving at times. is entertaining from start
things. One thing Is usually sweat. You'll always
to finish.
see guys asking one another if they are sweating
Pros: fairytale romance, high action
at a party, yep, gotta look cool for the 'honeys'.
sword fights, beautiful scenery, and handSpeaking of cool, its nigh impossible 10 stay cool
some leading men.
in a club. Like a hundred people bumping and
Cons: blood, backstabbing (sometimes
grinding, all thal heat, and r still get to pull numliterally), and rodent rotisserie. Don't ask,
bers! Give me some applause my readership! Conjust go see the movie.
tinuing. Dress is also essential, but then there are
different types of girls, who dress differently. But
that usually docsn·t change anything about 1hem.
She could dress like Waldo, and still cxpe<:t roses
and chocolates on Valentine's day. Or she could
dress like Madonna and demand a daily whipping.
But don't forget the roses and the chocolates. If any
of you have ever sneaked a look into a Cosmopolitan magazine.. don"t! It is filled with questionnaires about men's sexual ability, weird grading systems. and dare l say it .. pictures of men! 1
may weep openly. But then again, that's why its
caUcd a women's magazine ... I'm srupid. However,
the mys1ery of the woman is preceded only by the
need to perpetuate stereotypes she's heard of. An
example of this, is me treating a girl Ii.kc she's the
only thing in the world, and she lambastes me for
playing her, when I'm actually not. ltS like seeing
a really assertive girl, and giving her room to be
who she is, then be scolded and dumped for being
too sensitive. It is then Mr. Thug, with bad teeth,
a funny walk and jeans hanging off the ass comes
in! It is he who openly displays all his good and
bad characteristics all at once. The girls sec the
walk, the bad teeth, lhe durag, and know what

CD Review
For Nearby Is Just Another Star In The Sky
Grode: C
A8DAL-HAQQ
Contributing Writer
BY TARIQ

After nearly a decade of traveling the New
York underground rock circuit, Very Pleasant
Neighbors (VPN) has just released their second LP, For Nearby Stars. VPN is yet another band that has been branded with the "indie"
tag that is supposed to translate into a sign of
a more mature and evolved sound. Despite all
of the hype that has been associated with
VPN, they can only furnish an average album.
The group consists of five members; songwriter and front man Auslin Hughes, guitarist
Jean Rodd, bassist Patty Hughes, drummer
Eddie Gomley and keyboardist Harrison Cannon. The band has released For Nearby Stars
on the independent record label Evil 'leen, who
might be best known for being Gov '1 Mule's
record label. Evil Then also released VPN's
first full-length album, 1998's crilically
acclaimed Small w;,.,._ VPN is another story
of a band that is receiving consideratic in the
music world afler years of traveling d independent route. Their sound, which "I
mundane, is now profilable and tre
are amongst a slew of indie-pop b
as Belle and Sebastian. Sunny Day R
and Jimmy Eat World -lhal have be
for awhile bu1 are now becoming

with the masses. The indie-pop band
is suppose to possess all the anxiety
and thoughtfulness 1ha1 is commonly
associaled with alternative rock music
only with a much lighter and more
complex sound. The thing that separates VPN from the endless catalog of
other bands in the subcategory that
they are in is nothing. They do not
offer any addi1ion to the recipe that is
usually applied to make an indie
album. For Nearby Stars includes the
chant-like vocal delivery and bland
angst-ridden lyrics that are somewhat
standard elements in an indie-pop LP.
For Nearby Stars fits the blueprint to Au<tin Hughes
a "t.'~
However, while VPN may not have
strayed far from the road that has
any Grammies in the
been paved before them, they were still able near future.
10 generate a sa1isfactory album. While I was
unable to find a favorite or standout track, at
no point did I find the need to skip a track. The
songs are well produced and the album, as a
whole, is a solid lislen from begiMing to end.
VPN is another one of 1hose Sonic Youth
inspired bands that arc loved because their
attempt to produce music that is non-formulaic. ironically enough, VPN is highly formulaic. For Nearby Stars may not be a musical massacre it is definitely not going to win
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he's about. A smartly dressed young
man isn'l' dashing anymore. We arc
placed in lhe attic wi1h grandma's old
Lillie Richie records and diaries
filled wilh illicil sex talk. Face it,
good manners, pos1ure and diclion
are a lhing or lhe past For girls 10
love us, we need 10 slur, walk droopily, and fighl when a guy speaks iondvertenlly aboul our molhers! There is
no need for inlelleclual conversation, jusl lalk aboul lhe · hookup •
drop lhe number on lhe cell phone
wilh all 1he olher ' bilches • and
!hat's it! What a simple fo1111ula. Too
bad we can't all conform 10 lhis
seemly easy syslem or opera1ion. I
sometimes lhink il°s a form of mental control. When you have person in

Weekly Horoscopes

a menlal hospi1al. you drug lhem lill
lhey are droopy, lhey barely rnlk
s1raigh1, and are highly volalile, ye1
highly lucid .. wail! Epiphany! I 1hink
I've discovered 1he correla1ion
between 1he need for the 1hug and the
mind. Con1rol! Well, Maybe. No
maner how many women say lhey
hale il when certain men grab lheir
ass, lhey'II probably ge1 wilh him, if
he buys her a bonle or merlol and a
new BMW. Such easy fo1111ulas! Are
we really that programmed? I can't
believe 1ha1 a woman's basic instincl
could be so Pavlovian. I'll let you all
decide, lill nexl week ... Ho)la!

•
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Aries (3/21-4/20)
You are very irritable this week.
Try not Lo talce your frustrations out
on others. Your lucky day this
week is Saturday.

Quole or 1he week : " He caughl me
looking a1 his cro1ch ! Oh, I did il
again! " Jodie Fos1er, Whal women
want

Taurus (4/21-5/21)
You will be emotional this week.
You are longing for a more substantial
relationship. You are thinking of
cheating on your mate.

Poetry Comer
El Primero Tiempo
The years 1hey passed
lhe momentS so special
lhe feelings so sirong
lhen finally proclaimed love
one day so gcnllc
so slowly you en1ercd
lhe firs1 1he foar
lhc pain 1hen came
1hc pleasure so bcauliful
so pure so in1ense
1he swcal 1he juice
1he climax 1he release
was il 1hc way
you !ouched you kissed

you held me lhal made
1he first be differcnl
from whal 01hers have
claimed 10 be
1.he worsl simply because
il is 1hc firsl bu1 lhis was so
majc,1ic so wonderful
so exci1ingfor you
and I lhe first was amazing
bm no1 because i1 was sex
bm because ii was you & I
and we are in love.
-Kelay Top or Fo1111
Bollom or Fo1111

CD Review

And All Could Have
Been More
BY TARIQ AllDAL-fiAQQ

Contributing Wriler
Afler 13 years or producing music
lhe rock-industrial group Nine Inch
Nails have finally released a live
album. Nine Inch Nails have released
And All Thar Co11/d Have Been, a live
CD lhal has been pul oul as a compan•
ion 10 lhe live double DVD of lhesame
title. While lhis may seem like feeble
endeavor by Nine Inch Nails' archilecl
Trent Remor 10 cash in af1er the release
of I999's cri1ically approved, bu1 commercially unsuccessful Fragile, lhai is
001 an accura1c accusa1ion. The album
sheds some ligh1 in101he dircc1ion 1ha1
Reznor is going in. in addilion 10 pro•
viding some live ma1crial.
A11d All Thar Could Hm·e 8ee11 is a
16-irack, 74-minuie CD 1ha1 conlains
live ma1eri:\I 1akcn from 1he US leg or
lhe sold-om Fragilit)' 2.0 lour. ll features live vcr..ions of some oflhe songs
lhat came from Fragile in addi1ion l0
songs 1hn1 come from earlier Nine Inch
Nails albums. No new ma1crial is performed live, nor is lhe duel wilh Reznor
and fellow shock-musician Mari lyn
Manson for"Slar'n••ers, Inc." So, for
lhose who are familiar wilh Nine Inch
Nails lhere is nolhing fresh available on
lhe live porlion oflhe album.
ln addition lo lhe lack or new male•
rials lhere are some additional negalive
aspects 10 lhe album. The sound ediling causes lhc album 10 be more or an
annoyance 10 lislen 10 lhan a pleasure.
ll is hard to differenliale belween
Reznor's lyrics and 1he shou1s and
screams of 1he suburban drones lhal

Gemini (5/22-6/21)
Your lucky day this week is
Wednesday. Be prepared for praises on your excellent work. Your
lucky colors are: red, turquoise and
black.
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Cancer (6/22-7/22)
Talce the time out to study your
relationships with different people.
You may have to reevaluate friendships that you thought would last.
,

Hilllop S1aff Wriler
Kyle Williams scored a game
high 25 poinlS, bu1 Devin Green and
Mackel Purvis s1eppcd ii up and finished wi1h 22 and 2 1 poinls. lo lead
lbe undefoa1ed Hnmp1on University
Pira1es 10 a 79-58 vic1ory over the
Bison al 1he Convoca1ion Cenler in
Hamp1on, Virginia lasl Monday.
The loss dropped lhe Bison drop
to 10-8 overall, 5-3 in lhe l\,tEAC.
The win was lhe Pirales si"h in a
row, pulling lhcm al 13-5 overall
and 8-0 in lhe MEAC, lhe only
undefealed team in lhe league.
Despile lhe Pirales' impressive
record. wilh wins over leams like
Michael Jordan's alma maier Universily of North Carolina earlier lhis
season. 1he Bison came ou1 confidenl and de1ennined, and played a
sman firsl half.
They slowed up lhe lempo on
offense and played aggressive
defense, holding the Pirales' leading
scorer Tommy Adams to only lhrce
first half poinls, und managed 10
mainrnin a 32-27 lead al halflime.
Williams led lhe Bison wilh 16
firsl hair poims and Ron Williamson
added nine on 3-4 shoo1ing from

end and meet someone who can be
a potential boyfriend/ girlfriend.
Libra ( 9/24-10/23)
You cannot stand to be alone.
Although you arc in a relationship
now, you are still not satisfied. You
tend to buy ma1erial items to console yourself -even though you're
broke.
Scorpio (10/24- 11/22)
Certain people are testing your
patience right now. You end up
getting into a disagreement with a
friend or family member this week.

Sagittarius (11/23-12/21)
You bave a kind heart and you are
even more generous this week.
People will try to take advantage
of you at this time.
Capricorn (12/22-1/20)
This is a week in which romance
can catch you off guard. You are
very flirtatious and social this
week.

•

Leo (7/23-8/22)
You tend to get very arrogant at
times. Apologize 10 the friend you
just had a disagreement with.

Pisces (2/20- 3/20)
Spend time with young kids this
week. You will feel great knowing
that they look up to you.

Virgo (8/23-9/23)
Romance is right around the comer.
You will attend an event this week-

Compiled By Leesa Davis, HIiitopStaff Writer

cile Reznor as a God or all lhal is mel•
Ion collie and lhoughlfully dark. Nol
lhal lhe lack of outbursl could have salvaged the musical conlenl. The songs
prefo1111ed are nearly idenlical to the
sludio version.
However. lhere is somelhing thal
makes lhis album a good record • lhe
bonus disc lhal comes in lhe special
edition version of lhe CD. The disc
entilled Still is only nine-tracks and 43·
minules long. bul is nevertheless oul•
slanding. Still foalures Reznor per• ,...__ _ _ _--:---:----:----- - --,-,- - -=-=-----------,---------- - - - - - - - '
fonning piano versions of some pas1
songs and some new songs as well. Of
lhe nearly lwo hours or music 1ha1 is
offered on lhe 1wo CDs. lhe title track
lo A11d All Thar Could Have Bee11,
which is only available on Sri//, is reason enough to purchase the album. In
Still Reznor provides a glimpse inlo the
nexl phase in lhc evolu1ion or Nine
Inch Nails.
The 1mgedy or A11d All 111111 Could
Have Bee11 is 1ha1 1he sole way someone can apprccia1e 11 is iflhey purchase
1he special edi1ion or1he album. Sri// is
the only redeeming qualily or 1his
release. So unless you are willing 10
spend an extra $510 $ IO on lhe special
edilion lhe album should be ignored.
Nine Inch Nails has always been
one or my favorilc bands bul And All
111111 Could Have Bu11 could have been
more. \Vilh every release Nine Inch
Nails slips further away from mass
appeal and cascades further inlo an acl
lhal only devoled fans can enjoy. And
You'll find what you need
/\II That Could Have Bu11 is anolher
piece or evidence 10 prove 1ha1.
and you'll get it up to
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CAMPUS BOOKSTORES
LIKE TO STICK IT TO YA.

Shopping for
textbooks shouldn't
be a sore subject.

Pirates Defeat Bison
BY AISIIA CIIANEY
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three-point mnge.
"I lhoughl we played well in lhe
firs! half," said Bison head coach
Frankie Allen. "Our cxeculion was
!here bul lhey jusl lumed il up a
nolch and we ran inlo a very, very
good team lhe second half. They
came ou1 and defended us, and then
lhey jusl oul roughed us on lhe
boards and we fell behind and gave
up some easy baskels."
The Bison were leading 37-31
early in 1he second half. bul lhe
Pira1e.~ wenl on a quick I0-0 run 10
go ahead 41-37 wilh 15:57 to play.
"1 lhink il was lhal quick run lhat
caused trouble for us," said
Williamson, who scored all I2 of his
poinls on 3-poiniers."We slowed
lhem down, 1hen 1hey made anolher
run, and I think lhal one did it"
The shoo1ing or Green and Purvis
and forward David Johnson's powerful inside game, proved lo be loo
much for lhe Bison as 1he Pira1es
opened up a 60-47 lead wilh 9:02
remaining.
Despile a strong effort by lhe
Bi!>On, lhey were never able lo
regain lhe lead and were oul
rebounded 43-24 by lhe games end.
They allowed lhe Pirales lo score 24
second chance poinls, while lhey

were held 10 jusl 1hrce.
Wilh so much dep1h on 1he 1eam,
lhe Pirales had 1hree players in double figures even though lhe Bison
did a greal job conlaining Adams.
·'Obviously lheir leader and besl
player didn'1 have a greal offensive
nighl, bul wilh his presence oul
!here and lhe fact lhnl he did a good
job on lhe boards, even !hough he
wasn'l shooling lhc b:\11 really well,
!hey were slill able l0 win lhe game.
And lhey won convincingly," Allen
said.
Green ended lhe game wilh 22
poin1s on 8-18 shooting and five
rebounds, while Purvis had his bcsl
game or 1he season, scoring 21
poin1s, a dras1ie improvcmen1 from
1he usual 5.1 he was averaging
before 1his game. Johnson added 15
poinls, nine rebounds, and 1hree
blocks.
Williams led 1he way once again
wilh 25 poinls and fivo rebounds,
while 1he rronlcourt or Aki Thomas
(6 poinls, 4 rebounds), Darren
Kennedy (3 points, 2 rebounds) and
Seye Aluko (5 poinls. 2 rebounds)
combined for only 14 poinlS.
"Thal was lhe besl lenm we
played all year," Green said. ''They
came oul and lhey were confident

50% OFF. Plus, you'll
experience convenient
online shopping 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week. No lines.
No waiting. Plus, ecampus.com
has one of the largest selections of
used books in the wor1d!
Want more cash back? Sell your books to
ecampus.com and watch for the check in
the mail.

---- -~
FREE T-Shin1

I

wilh$100 I
purchase 1

-----

L Enter coupon code "1100' et checkout..J
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Questioning Our Candidates
Howard University. If one is truly interestt's that time of the year again. The
ed in running for a key position in an orga2002 general elections are right
around the corner, and the candidates nization, it would behoove tl1at individual
running for next year's student government to have volunteered for it, or at least have
gotten involved in other campus organizapositions wiU soon be revealed. As with
tions prior to applying. Go to t11e Speak
any election, the probability of having at
Outs. Ask candidates
least one self-serving,
what they have conresume-building candidate
tributed
to the University
slipping through the cracks
up until this point, and
is high. Armed with camwhy
they should be electpaign promises, colorful
Voters should be
ed as a student governposters and strong rhetoric,
responsible
when
ment for the 2002-2003
they will not be easy to spot
academic
year. The botinitially. So as students, it
choosing the next
tom line is that voting for
is our responsibility to
group
of
leaders
people who do not have
question the candidates'
tlle
skills for tlle position
motives for running, their
is discouraged. So when
platform, and the ways in
the time comes, students must be able to
which they plan to effectively and realistidiscern
the candidates whose ideas sound
cally implement their campaign promises
good when campaigning from those candiin a timely manner.
dates who actually have the best interest of
Voters should question chose candidates
the students and Howard University at
who have not previously been involved
heart.
and who have not done anything for
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Our View:

Another Cramton Drama
on MTV.
riday morning started off as norCome on folks, it was not that serious.
mal as any ocher in which Cra:mton
Did you have to give us a sequel to "How
gives away free tickets. Students
High"? We know that Martin is a great
"dedicated to tl1e cause" arrived some four
comedian,
but his act will be on TV and
hours early and waited for tickets to be
video soon, and you can catch his reruns
included in the MTV taping of the Martin
on TV every night. How did you let yourLawrence show.
selves once again get that
Then someone, no one is
far out of control? Or
sure whom, opened one of
Our
View:
maybe the question is
the doors to Cramton.
how did the campus
Like a horde of roaches
police let you get that far
scurrying on a ki1chen
floor after the lights were
The University should of control? Does the
problem sit with Cramton
turned on, the somewhat
have
prepared
better
for
administralion? What
organized line rushed for
handing out tickets
were you chinking? The
the door. People who had
fact that we cannot orgapassed up t11e line because
nize peacefully to do
of its length, soon came
something as trivial as
pushing and shoving, hopgetting tickets to a comeing to meld with the
dy show is pathetic. Just as sad as 1he fact
unruly crowd. Students who had been
peacefully siuing in anticipation for tickets that the campus police and Cram1on officials failed to concrol the situation that
were suddenly thrus1 into the running.
should have been anticipated after last
Eyeglasses were broken and cell phones
semester's fiasco.
were destroyed. And for what? Nothing.
No tickets were given out; no one was seen

What's Your Opinion?

W

e encourage our readers to write letters to the Editor. Toll us what you think
about the paper and its contents. We strive to produce a quality weekly
with news pages that are devoid of slant or
personal bias. Please
address all letters or comments to The Hilltop, 2251 Sherman Ave., NW,
Washington DC, 2000 I . You can also e-mail us at tllehilltop@hotmail.com
The Hilltop. Be Heard.
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oward University has 1hrived for ity to ask professors what just went on in
centuries on its legacy of leadership class, it is plain rude. An extra effort must
in America and the global com- be made by students to get 10 class on time.
munity. Yet the question raised if we, as Catching up with your friends in the Punch
Howard students, are losing this legacy. On Out is not going to help you catch up with the
a daily basis, tlle loss of our
work you missed in your Busilegacy of leadership is manness Law class. It is a sad
ifested whe n we run on
event that students have put
something called CP (Col- There should be fines oilier priorities over their main
lege People) time. . .
for people who are late obligation.
Why do we fe~l it 1s nee- and interrupt classes
You have come to Howard to
essary or appropriate to walk
receive an education, not to
into class late when we are
stroll into class with five minon other's time? College is
utes left because you were
to prepare us0000 for the.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____,.c amping out for Martin tickets.
professional world, but CP
Isn't it contradictory that stutime is definitely unprofessional. It is our dents can show up to other engagements and
responsibility as students to take our classes social outings on tin1e but cannot make an
and other engagements seriously enough so honest effort to get to class on time and stay
tllat we will be able to be taken seriously our- there? The motto of this great University
selves. On this campus, it has become a esteems that we are the leadership for Amerchronic problem in which students show up ica and the global community, but for those
to classes late, and this in turn causes the dis- who run on CP time, you may arrive too late
ruption of the learning process. When stu- to lead.
dents walk in late, and then have the audac-
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Now in its 78th year, The Hilltop is written and produced every Tuesday and Friday by the
students of Howard University. With a readership of more than I0,000 students and community members, the Hilltop is the largest black collegiate newspaper in 1he nation.
The opinions expressed on the Editorial Page are the views of the The Hilltop Edilorial Board
and do not directly reflect the opinion of Howard University, its Administration, individual
Hilltop Policy Board members, or the student body. The opinions expressed on the Perspectives
page are lhose of lhe writers and do 1101 represent the view of the Editorial Board.
The Hilltop encourages you to share your opinions on articles published in the newspaper.
The Hilltop Editorial Board reserves the right to edit letters for space and grammatical errors.
All letters should be typed, signed and include a complelc address and 1elephone number.
Please send letters to: 2251 Sherman Ave., NW, Washinglon, D.C. 2000 I. Questions, comments and letters can also be sent via email to: thehilltop@hotmail.com.
The deadline to submit ads to the paper is the Friday preceding publication.The advertising department can be reached at (202) 806-4749. The editor can be reached at (202) 8064748.
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Its what we' re about.
The MOTIVATION to give our fellow students the best that
we can possibly deliver.
The MOTIVATION to continue to be the #1 ranked black
college newspaper in the country.
The MOTIVATION to continue to produce in the face of
adversity.
The MOTIVATION to _b e the only newspaper on Howard's
campus to do it twice a week.

The Hilltop, 78 Years of Excellence
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I WANTEC: I
Seekers
Observers
Strategists
Communicators
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Dawn's close watch on the markets helps her protect and manage the assets of wealthy families, individuals
and small institutions. With her keen eye, it's no mystery why she's such a natural behind the lens.
What's your focus?

Goldman 1 Sachs -& Co.
Goldman Sachs cordially invites interested Howard students to the following
presentations regarding Summer Analyst positions:
Technology Information Session
January 31 , 2002
School of Engineering, Room 2019
5:30 pm - 7:00 pm
Firmwide Information Session
February 6, 2002
School of Business, Student Lounge
7:00 pn:, - 8:00 pm
Firmwide Interviews
February 20, 2002
Please submit your resume to School of Business,
Center for Professional Development no later than February 7.
GOl(lman
Sachs

MINDS. WIDE OP.EN!
www.gs.com
Goldman Sachs, an eQual opportunity employer, does not discominate in employment on any basis that is prohibited by federal, state or local laws.© 2002 Goldman. Sachs & Co.

